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Origin

 At school, students have lunch and usually they take their meal in plastic
bags or aluminium foils.
 If we considered all the times that they have lunch at school (177 days
a year) and all the years that they will be at school, they will be responsible
of the generation of an important amount of plastic and aluminium waste.
 If we show students the importance of their environmental behaviour
and it consequences in a future, they will be responsible citizens in a
future.
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Action
 The objective of the campaign
is educate primary students
about waste minimization. In
this way it is possible to arrive to
their families too.
 The campaign take place in the
11 schools of the municipality
(650 students aprox.) and it was
organised by the Town Hall of
Ibiza and the ecologist
association GEN-GOB .
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Action
The campaign has two parts:
1.Aware students about the need of reduce, reuse and recycle. They
participate in an activity in which they calculate the amount of waste
that they will generate while they are studing at school. Only a class
can avoid 170 kg of waste during the six years that they are at
primary school.
1.They recieve a reusable Bock & Roll Bag make of cloth and recicled
plastic to take lunch at school avoiding plastic packages and
aluminion.
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Results
Success Factors

 Young students are very
receptive and have a lot of
sensibility with the
environment.
 Make students participate
in the study of the amount
of waste that they produce,
increase their
sensibilitation.
 School directors and
teachers collaborate in the
campaign.

Difficulties Encountered
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Gracias
Thank you!
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